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daily schedule 

CA/MP is organized around 2 daily ZOOM sessions:
morning session: 10:00 – 11:30 AM 

afternoon session: tinkering time! 2:00 – 3:00 PM

morning session is where you will do your introduction, ice breaker, project engagement, and project how to. 

afternoon session (which we will call tinkering time) will be more about working together as a group, working on projects, answering 
any outstanding questions from the day, and closing out. 

  
 how to set up your virtual CA/MP classroom
how to set up your space to bring the cj *fun* home:
oilcloth on your work surface to create a white, bright, and clear workspace for all project making.

brightly lit (lots of windows) space! focus on having light on your face rather than being back lit. natural lighting is preferable.

semi-noise free room with minimal outside distractions.

minimize visual distractions going on in your background.

wear your cj shirt or another bright colored shirt (profanity free!)

notes on tech: be prepared to use both your phone camera *as well as* your computer camera on zoom for optimal 
connection and views of the projects. make sure to mute the microphone on your phone to avoid feedback.
set up the phone in ring light tripod for overhead shots of the making station for project how-tos.

set up a computer so that it is focused on your face and you are able to keep kids engaged!

instruct ca/mpers to use speaker view or to pin your screen to see you as the biggest participant in the call. when using two screens 
(phone + computer) participants must *pin* the phone view to make it the biggest part of their screen.

take it slow! 
please speak slowly and clearly when speaking to students! take into account that there may be a lag in the wifi and internet connection!



ZOOM norms 
make sure that the following settings are in place before each ZOOM class meeting for the safety of our ca/mpers and the 
effectiveness of class:
Join Before Host - OFF
Require Password - ON
Mute Participants Upon Entry - ON
Chat - OFF
Private Chat - OFF
Screen Sharing - Host Only!
Virtual Backgrounds - OFF
Record Sessions - ON

notes on using the mute feature:
please mute all participants while you are talking. ca/mpers can unmute themselves to ask questions or raise their hands and you can 
unmute them when you call on them. 

during “tinkering time” in the afternoon, you can choose to keep students off of mute to create more of a laid back, project making, in-
person curious jane camp environment. 

how to keep your class engaged online
*always* start with an ice breaker game (as outlined in the curriculum).

make sure all students have a chance to say at least one thing per zoom session.

class participation is key! this is not school so make sure you bring as much of the curious jane camp vibe to class as possible! 

*always* close out the day with roses and thorns (or poopsicles and popsicles!)

keep it fun! curious jane is all about making cool things, the amazing connections, and of course, all of the fun! fun remains the number 
one rule of ca/mp!



There are two things that the odd squad love the most - summer 

and parties. So it is no surprise that when Junior Ghost’s 

birthday comes around each summer, the odd squad is ready to 

go! Since Junior Ghost was doodled up many many years ago, 

the party breakdown is always the same: Junior Ghost brings 

the balloons, Sneakers Tape brings the pizza, Tinker More brings 

the party hats, Viper brings the cake, Talking Giraffe brings the 

refreshments, Cowboy Panda brings the picnic blanket, and Dr. 

Brain Storm organizes the whole event. But this year, something 

isn’t quite right... The party started superfun as always, but as it 

came time to light the candles and sing “happy birthday” to 

Junior Ghost, all of a sudden, Sneakers Tape let out a shriek! 

The odd squad rushed over to see what was the matter with 

Sneakers Tape only to find that the cake was MISSING! The odd 

squad started to look everywhere for it. Viper swore it was there 

on the table, the same cake as always – chocolate cake with 

rainbow frosting and covered in sprinkles! But no matter how 

hard the odd squad searched and searched, they couldn’t find it 

anywhere. All of a sudden, Cowboy Panda called the odd squad 

over, he had found something! Next to all of Junior Ghost’s 

presents, was an empty cake plate. No cake, but just a few 

remaining crumbs. Someone must have eaten the whole cake! 

Who could it have been? Who would do such a thing?

Time to put on your mustachios and DIY disguises and get to 

work! The odd squad needs you to help them figure out who is 

responsible for the missing cake! So detectives, what are you 

waiting for? Grab your magnifying glasses and get cracking on 

the case! With your fellow gumshoes, you will spend the week 

gathering clues to figure out whodunnit. Keeping track of your 

clues with your “Fill in the Blank - Solve the Mystery” Curious 

Jane hand out, it won’t be long until you catch the culprit! From 

radial decoders, to intruder alarms, to mystical magic 8 balls, 

get ready to have a spy-tastic week. So let’s get started! 

Ready, set, make!

weekly storyline: spy science whodunnit?
the following script is the storyline to introduce and kick-off the week. you can  find a pre-recorded video of this story in 
the curriculum dropbox. if you would prefer to act it out yourself for your ca/mpers – feel free! 



CJ Weekly Special
Solve the Mystery 
find the clues, fill in the blanks, and solve the case!

This week, we will be working on cracking the case! 

The goal is to get all of the CA/MPers to decode the 

message and figure out whodunnit! Only *you* as the 

instructor will have access to the answers and clues to 

figure out the secret code. Every afternoon, after the 

completion of the afternoon project, instructors will 

share a clue on their screen through ZOOM to help 

CA/MPers fill out their worksheet and get one step closer 

to figuring out the mystery. 

Please note that there are more clues than there are 

days of the CA/MP week! Make sure to divide the clues 

somewhat evenly so that CA/MPers get multiple new hints 

everyday, all the way up until the big reveal on Friday!

Answer Key is on the following page.

whodunnit?

curiousjane.fun

each day you’ll get clues to help you decode the mystery of 
junior ghost’s missing birthday cake. can you find the culprit?



I: reveal the clue by explaing what a Rebus is. A Rebus is a puzzle in which letters or 

words are represented by pictures; for instance, a picture of a bee for the letter B -- 

or in this case, a picture of an eye for the letter I.

T: reveal the clue by explaining Pig Pen Code. (see next page) Share the pigpen code 

on your screen until your gumshoes find the letter T.

space: reveal the clue by saying that a question mark is a blank space

W:  mustachio

A: reveal thia clue on fingerprint day (Tuesday). Have the spies find the rarest form 

of fingerprint -- and replace it with the first letter of that type of fingerprint (A for Arch).

S: magnifying glass

V: star

I: same as I above

P: reveal this clue on morse code day (Friday). Find the morse code and repace it 

with the letter P.

E: 5 represents the 5th letter of the Alpahabet... E.

R: reveal this clue on cipher disc day (Monday). The secret code is “D” -- when 

campers find the letter N on the inner ring, it should correspond to R on the outer ring.

A: same as A above.

L: find any footprints and replace with the letter L

L: find any footprints and replace with the letter L

space: same as above

A: same as A above

L: find any footprints and replace with the letter L

O: reveal the code by sharing the runic (rune) alphabet (see next page) on your 

screen until the slueths find the letter O.

N: reveal this clue on cipher disc day (Monday). The secret code is “D” -- when 

campers find the letter J on the inner ring, it should correspond to N on the outer ring.

G: lightning bolt

Answer Key



pigpen secret code
code it!

to encrypt your code 
find the letter you need in one of the grids above. it 
could be in one of the tic-tac-toe-style boards or in 
one of the X-shaped boards. notice the border lines 
(“pigpen”) around the letter and also if there is a dot 
within the lines. replace the letter with the lines (and 
dot if necessary) to make, or encrypt, your code. 

to decrypt your code 
just reverse the encryption 
process! use the same key (the 
grids above) to find the image 
depicted in the code, and 
replace it with the letter inside 
that part of the grid.
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want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

pigpen code is an example of a substitution cipher 
rather than replacing each letter with another letter, the 
letters are replaced by symbols. in pigpen code, each letter is 
represented by the lines of the “pigpen” that surround it.

=YES



runic alphabet
code it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun



Monday Schedule

Project 1: Cipher Disc Radial Decoder
Project 2: Glitter Disguises
morning session (1.5 hours)
Ice Breaker:  Name + Food that starts with the same letter, Name + Favorite Food, Name + Favorite Summer treat, etc.

Introduction to Spy Science!  Show Spy Science Video or act out storyline

Go over  week long project: Clue finder! We will be working on this all week to figure out the answer to the mystery!  
*Instructors will give clues during “Tinkering Time” every day!

Go through weekly supplies in box 
Introduce: Radial Decoders

Begin Project: Go over step by step instructions and make the radial decoders 

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Introduce: Glitter Disguises (Mustachios)

Begin Project: Work on Mustachios

Q+A: Any questions?

Reveal the clue: use secret code “C” to replace the letters on the code

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Intruder Alarm and Fingerprint Comics

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out



cipher disc
code it!

code:

encrypt

set the code: the 
letter that appears 
through the window 
becomes the *key* 
to the code.

write your secret 
message by finding 
each letter in the 
outer ring and 
replacing it with the 
corresponding letter 
in the inner ring.

decrypt
turn the inner disk 
until the code *key* 
appears through the 
window.

find each letter of 
your scrambled 
message on the 
inner ring, and 
replace it with the 
corresponding 
letter on the 
outer ring.

CUT
OUT

scissors + a brass brad
you’ll need...

cut out both circles, and punch a hole in the 
center of each circle. 

cut out the small square next to the word code.

stack the smaller circle on top of the larger one 
and fasten together with a brass brad.

to encrypt (and decrypt) your secret message, 
just follow the instructions on the disc! 

code: Q

Y D I I U N    Y J A C H
__ __ __ __ __ __     __ __ __ __ __



mustachio props
bedazzle it!

maker checklist 
sticky back glitter foam

12” wood dowels or 
skewers (a pencil, straw 
or chopstick will do too!)

pencil  + scissors

fold a piece of craft foam in half (glitter side in) 
and draw your mustachio shape onto the paper backing.

make sure your design goes all the way to the fold!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

keeping your foam folded, cut 
your shape so that you have 2 of the 
same shape attached in the middle.

peel back one side of the backing 
until you reach the middle and the 
shape starts to repeat.

stick the skewer to the foam and 
carefully continue peeling the other 
side, sticking the shape back onto itself.

voila! 
a double sided glittery 
mustachio prop!turn your zoom grid 

into a virtual photo 
booth! make some 
fun props and take 
a screenshot of you 
and your friends in 
silly disguises!

you can make these 
with colorful paper too... 

get creative!



trace and cut!



Tuesday Schedule

Project 1: Intruder Alarm
Project 2: Fingerprint Comics 
morning session (1.5 hours)
Welcome Game - Two Truths and a Lie:  A CA/MPer starts by telling the rest of the group two truths and one lie about themself, in any order. The 
CA/MPer must try to mix them up and use their best gumshoe/ spy detective face so that all three could be believable “truths”. The other CA/MPers try to 
guess which was the lie by voting.

Introduction to Project:  Intuder Alarm

Step by step: how to make Intruder Alarm focusing on the cirucit

Work time: work on the Intruder Alarm

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Finish Project: Finish up Intruder Alarm + Test them out! Troubleshoot if anything comes up or they aren’t working.

Introduction to Project:  Finger Print Comics

Work time: Work on Fingerpring comic strips

Q+A: Any questions?

Reveal the clue: find the fingerprints and decode them!

Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Magic 8 Balls and Decoder Glasses

Announcement:  tomorrow is CJ PJ day! Wear your pajamas!

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out



intruder alarm
engineer it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 

foam core board

3-volt buzzer alarm

AA battery holder with switch

2 AA batteries

4-6 double-stick foam squares

1 12-inch piece uncoated 24-guage wire

1 old-fashioned clothespin

6-foot length of thin, strong cord

scissors, pencil, ruler

masking tape

1 small square of cardboard (1x1 inches)

before you get started...
test your buzzer by connecting it 
to a battery like shown. it should 
make a sound. no sound? make 
sure you’ve connected the correct 
ends. try a new battery. try a new 
buzzer. 

don’t be shocked! 
the red and black coating is 
called insulation. the wire is 
inside. handle the wires by the 
insulation whenever the battery 
is connected. 

1. affix battery holder to corner of board 
with double-stick foam squares. make sure 
to put the batteries in first, and set it so the 
switch is facing *up* – turn the switch to OFF 
while you work.

2. affix the buzzer in the opposite corner 
using another square of double-stick tape.

3. twist together the red exposed wires 
from the battery holder and the alarm. wrap 
with a small bit of masking or electrical tape.

set up your board wire your 
clothespin

4. cut two pieces of wire, 6 inches long.

5. fold a small paper wedge 
(here, yellow) to hold the clothespin slightly 
open while you work.

5. tape on piece of wire to the top, 
and wrap it around the top portion of the clasp 
many times. do the same on the bottom,

6. secure both in place again 
with a bit of tape on the outward-facing edge. 
IMPORTANT! when the clothespin is “closed” 
the wire-wrapped halves should touch, with no 
tape in the middle.

7. allow 2–3 inches of wire to remain free, 
as you will connect these to the other 
components on the board.



want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

test it out
12. turn the switch on the batter 
to ON... the alarm should sound! 

13. if it doesn’t sound - 
TROUBLESHOOT! make sure 
your connections are strong and 
secure, and that the wires wrapped 
around the top and bottom half 
of the clothespin touch without 
interference. check your batteries; 
test your alarm. 

do some detective work to find 
the trouble spot, and then you 
can fix it!

14. cut a 1-inch square of thin cardboard 
and punch a small hole near one edge.

15. tie a 4- to 6-foot length of thin cord 
through the hole in the cardboard.

16. set the cardboard square *between* 
clothespin clasp so the wires on top and bottom 
don’t touch (it BREAKS the circuit).

17. set the alarm behind a door 
and tie the other end of the string in a “trip” 
position. you may have to tape the board down.

set the trap

8. position the clothespin on the board 
so the clasp end is facing out, at the edge, 
and the free wires point away in either 
direction. 

9. tape the *bottom* of the clothespin 
in place so that you can press on the top 
portion and it still opens and closes. 

10. twist one free wire to the black lead 
of the battery holder and wrap with tape.

11. twist the other wire to the black 
lead of the alarm and wrap with tape.

finish the circuit

how it works
trip the wire... the alarm sounds! 
tripping the wire causes the cardboard square 
to be yanked from the clothespin, allowing the 
two wired halves of the clothespin to touch. 

this completes the circuit 
so that power runs freely from 
battery pack (power source) to 
alarm in a closed loop. and the 
alarm goes off!



right hand

left hand

What kinds do you have? 
You may have one type or several! Make your prints here and find out!

There are three main types of fingerprints: 
loops, arches, and whorls.

fingerprint types
print it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

loops

the most 
common! 

65% of 
all prints 

are loops.

whorls
about 30% 
of all prints 
are whorls.

arches
super rare! 

only 5% of 
all prints 

are arches.



finger print comics
stamp it!



Wednesday Schedule - Pajama Day!

Project 1: Magic 8 Balls
Project 2: Decoder Glasses
morning session (1.5 hours)
Welcome Game - Sleeping Beauty:  The aim of this game is to “wake up” the sleeping beauty by making them laugh! Each CA/MPer will take their 
turn being sleeping beauty and trying to not laugh while other CA/MPers take turns trying to make them laugh through the screen. Be creative! Once the 
CA/MPer laughs, the group has successfully woken sleeping beauty from her slumber and it is someone else’s turn to be the “sleeping beauty!”

Introduction to Project:  Introduce the Magic 8 Balls and go over the project how-tos

Work time: work on creating the Magic 8 Ball

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Introduction to Project:  Decoder Glasses

Work time: work on Decoder Glasses

Q+A: Any questions?

Reveal the clue:
Preview of what is coming tomorrow: DNA Day! Strawberry + Twizzler DNA

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out



magic 8 ball
predict it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 
plastic jar with tight fitting lid 

magic 8 ball template 

one game die 

sticky back craft foam 

card stock 

colorful sharpies 

scissors

write the answers 
make an answer key that shows 

the answers associated with each 
color square of the die. 

 
or you can write a clue or 

answer in sharpie directly onto 
each side of the die.

prepare the cube
cut 12 squares (the size of the side of a 
die – trace first!) from colorful sticky 

back craft foam. you’ll want 2 squares 
of each color. stick a different color 

square to each side of the die.

fill the jar
fill the plastic jar with water, all the way to the 
top, and add the magic cube. tighten the lid... 
tightly! turn the jar over so that the “bottom” 

becomes the “top.”  the cube will float up.

watch the magic answer appear!

embellish
cut out the magic 8 ball template 

and secure it to the bottom of the jar 
with sticky foam squares. wrap the 
sides of the jar in sticky back craft 

foam to decorate however you like.

ask the questions that only your 
crystal ball can answer!



secret decoder glasses
code it... decode it!

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

want more DIY?

maker checklist 

tape + scissors 

markers + paper 

spy glasses template (included) 

2 pcs. red acetate (1.5 x 2in)

make your glasses 

cut out our template, or use it as a 
guide to make your own. 

cut along the solid lines, and fold on 
the dotted lines.

carefully cut out the rectangle 
spaces for the lenses. 

tape a piece of red acetate over the 
cut out lens.

tape the arms to the inside; fold the 
frames in half, and secure with tape.

write a secret message 
we found that red acetate hid the letters 
written with red, orange and yellow 
markers. only the letters made with the blue 
marker are visible! (what would happen

test your markers first to see which colors 
are visible with your acetate and which ones 
are not!

just make some marks on a piece of white 
paper, and lay the acetate on top of it.

write your message with the marker color 
that stays visible. leave lots of spaces between 
your letters.

fill in the spaces with random letters in the 
colors that disappear.

before you start, 
experiment to see which 

colors of marker show up 
when you overlay the red 

gel, and which colors 
disappear.

if you don’t have red acetate, 
create your own. cut clear film 

from a pasta box and color 
with red Sharpie.
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Thursday Schedule - DNA Day!

Project 1: Strawberry DNA
Project 2: Twizzler DNA
 

morning session (1.5 hours)
Welcome Game - Pictionary on Skribbl-io (https://skribbl.io):  Create your very own private room on Skribbl IO. Time to use those 
spy science detective skills but through pictures in an online version of Pictionary! Create a “private group” on Skribbl IO and invite your class to 
participate in it. CA/MPers will each get a chance to play + guess and the kids will have the best time! It is super fun and a new type of spy decoding 
that these sneaky detectives haven’t tried yet!

Introduction to Project:  Introduce DNA - what is it, who has it, why do we have it? Introduce Strawberry DNA

Work time: Extract that DNA from your strawberry!

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Introduction to Project:  Introduce Twizzler DNA

Work time: Work on completing (and snacking!) on your Twizzler DNA

Q+A: Any questions?

Reveal the clue:
Preview of what is coming tomorrow: Morse Code Keychains  // Museum Tour!

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out



strawberry DNA 
extract it!

maker checklist 
4 ripe strawberries  

large cup or jar 

square of cheese cloth 

small plastic bowl 

craft stick for stirring 

teaspoon for measuring 

1/3 cups water 

1 tsp salt 

2 tsp blue Dawn dish soap 

2 tsp rubbing alcohol 

funnel 

test tube 

pipette 

small wooden skewer

remember to get strawberries!

chill your rubbing alcohol in the fridge.

the day before...

mix together the dish soap, water and 
salt in a small bowl and set aside. this is your 
extraction liquid.

trim your strawberries and put them in 
a sealable plastic baggie. squeeze them with 
your hands until the strawberries are all 
mashed up.

add three tablespoons of the extraction 
liquid to the strawberries in the bag. re-seal 
the bag, and gently squeeze until combined. 

line the funnel with cheesecloth and set it 
over the double cups. pour the strawberry 
mixture in; let sit. the liquid will drip through.



want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

pour this liquid into a test tube so that it comes 
about 1- to 2-inches high. 

using a pipette, carefully add an equal amount 
of the chilled rubbing alcohol to the test tube. 
add it slowly so that it trickles in!

let the mixture sit, and watch as the 
strawberry’s DNA rises up out of the red mixture and 
into the clear alcohol. cool! 

dip the wooden skewer into the solution and 
catch some of the gooey white stuff. this is the DNA!

the liquid detergent 
helps break the cells 
of the strawberry 
open, allowing the 
DNA to spill out. the 
salt helps create an 
environment where 
the different strands 
of DNA can gather in 
a clump making it 
easier for you to see!

DNA!



twizzler DNA 
twist it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 
red Twizzlers 

colorful jellybeans 

toothpicks

 

push the tip of each toothpick into 
a Twizzler, lining up the toothpicks like 

rungs on a ladder. 

add the second Twizzler along the 
other side, carefully pressing the tips of 
the toothpicks into it.

give it a twist... 

it’s Twizzler DNA!

choose four colors of jellybeans 
and set them to match the “chemical 
bases” on your DNA handout.

slide a jellybean onto one end of a 
toothpick. be careful not to stick 
yourself! make 8-10 toothpicks like this.

match your chemical base pairs, 
adding a second jellybean to the other 
end of each toothpick. 

remember... A always pairs with T, 
and C always pairs with G!



what is DNA?

There are four types of chemical bases in DNA.
Adenine (A), Cyostine (C), Guanine (G), and Thymine (T). 

They always form pairs in very specific ways.

Adenine (A) always pairs with Thymine (T). 

Cyostine (C) always pairs with Guanine (G).

Color and write in your jellybean choices here! 
This will help you keep track and make sure you 
are pairing your chemical bases correctly.

(Adenine)

(Thymine)

(Cyostine)

(Guanine)

DNA is the material – or molecule, or group of atoms – that contains 
the genetic code for all living things. DNA determines how an 
organism will look and function. In humans, it determines hair and 
eye color, for example.

When stretched out, DNA looks like a twisted double-ladder – you’ll 
see here when you make it – and it is actually called a double helix.



Friday Schedule

Project 1: Morse Code Keychains
Museum Tour!
morning session (1.5 hours)
Welcome Game - 20 Questions:  The instructor will assign one CA/MPer (via the private chat feature) a celebrity, animal, or mystical creature to 
be. The other CA/MPers have to ask 20 questions to figure out who they are. Asking questions like “are you a human?”, “are you an animal”, “are you 
a singer”, etc. Give a many CA/MPers a chance to be “it” as they want!Blackout Poetry:  Make the frames for the poetry pieces to complete the 
project 

Introduction to Project:  Morse Code Keychains and step-by-step how-to

Work time: make + finish up Morese Code Keychains

Reveal the final clue and solve the mytery: morse code

afternoon session – tinkering time (1 hour)
Museum Tour: Give all CA/MPers a chance to introduce the class to all of their awesome and totally spy-tastic spy science projects! Give each CA/MPer 
2-5 minutes to talk about how they turned into master gumshoes this week, each project, what their favorite project was, what their most difficult project 
was, etc. Give other CA/MPers time for feedback, comments, or questions to the presenter!

Closing game: Roses and Thorns or Popsicles and Poopsicles to close out the week!



morse code beading
code it!

want more DIY?

follow @curiousjane_fun

subscribe Curious Jane Magazine

visit curiousjane.fun

maker checklist 

pony beads 

licorice lanyard or beading string 

morse code guide (next page) 

key ring + clasp (for a key chain) 

sticky tape helps!

	 –	•	–	–			•			•	•	•	
•	–	–	•			•	–	•	•			•			•	–			•	•	•			•

choose the words or initials you 
want to create in Morse Code. 
depending on the code for the letters, 
a short word can actually be “long.”

choose three bead colors, one for 
dots, one for dashes, and one for 
spaces. you can choose a fourth color 
to use on either side of your words.

lay out your beads in order, on 
double stick tape, if you have it.

if making a key chain, tie your 
lanyard onto the clasp, leaving two 
long hanging strands. 

string your letters, using one 
bead for a dot, three beads for a dash 
and one bead for a spaces between 
parts of the same letter.

tie the ends of each strand when 
you’re finished so your beads don’t 
fall off. add a ring for keys and voila! 



a dot ( •	)	= 1 bead    /   a dash ( – ) = 3 beads    /   the space between = 1 bead

A	 •	–
B – •	•	•
C – •	–	•
D – •	•
E	 •
F	 •	•	–	•
G – –	•
H	 •	•	•	•
I	 •	•

J	 •	– – –
K – •	–
L	 •	–	•	•
M – –
N – •
O – – –
P	 •	–	–	•
Q – –	•	–
R	 •	–	•

International Morse Code
here's an A-to-Z visual guide to the

•		(dot)	

   (space)

–  (dash)

pick 3 colors to work with

practice your initials in morse code here! 

stick a bead of each color next to its symbol 
to easily remember your color code!

(don’t forget to peel the seal!)

S	 •	•	•
T –
U	 •	•	–
V	 •	•	•	–
W	 •	– –
X – •	•	–
Y – •	–	–
Z – –	•	•


